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Modeling a Complex Production Line

Using Virtual Cells

Luı́s Pinto Ferreira, Enrique Ares Gómez, Gustavo Peláez Lourido,

and Benny Tjahjono

1 Introduction

Simulation is considered one of the worthwhile tools that can be used to analyze the

behavior of a production line especially when the application of analytical methods

proves to be difficult [1, 2]. The complexity of production systems justifies the use

of simulation techniques in the detection of critical problems during the design or

redesign of new systems, or in the diagnosis of existing systems in order to improve

their performance [3]. According to (Sadowski) in Torb€orn Ilar [4], a successfully

developed simulation project is one which produces useful information, within an

adequate time-span, to support decision-making.

The work described in this chapter consists of the development of a simulation

model based on a real case and is aimed at a very specific class of production lines,

with a four closed loop network configuration, used commonly in the automotive

sector. This study is an extension of the work of Resano and Pérez [5, 6], who

designed one of the first analytical models for an assembly line in the vehicle sector

as a network of four closed loops of machines, decoupled by intermediate buffers

formed by conveyors. They consider that machines process pallets, which are not

univocally related to each other. The use of simulation model presented in this
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chapter, the blocking and starvation phenomena of a complex production line can

be analyzed. These models also consider the proportion of four- and two-door cars

between the door disassembly and assembly stations.

2 Conceptual Modeling Based on Virtual Cells

The concept of virtual cells (or also known as reconfigurable cells) can be

conceptually used in the modeling of a production line. The concept of the virtual

cell was first introduced by McLean et al. [7] in the context of the development

of control software for an automated production line of small lots of parts. A virtual

cell stems from the purely logical integration, and not a physical one, of the

resources needed for the manufacture of a product [8]. A virtual cell is the logical

grouping of resources within a controller. When an order is placed (which

determines a set of work stations to manufacture a specific product), the virtual

cell controller takes on the control of those stations and makes communication and

iteration among them possible [7, 9–11]. The virtual cell differs from a traditional

production cell in two aspects: the concept of machine sharing and the physical
layout of the machines. In the traditional production system, a family of products is

expected to be processed entirely within a dedicated cell of machines. Any move-

ment of parts between the different cells is not advisable. Thus, common problems

are the duplication of equipment and its low rate of usage. The deployment of the

machinery influences all of the production activities. Therefore, any changes in the

product to be manufactured with the purpose of meeting the market demand imply

changing the line layout, which consequently impacts the time expenditure and its

associated costs [12, 13]. In contrast, virtual cells are configured according to the

dynamic and temporary allocation of the workstations so as to process a specific

product [8]. In a virtual cell, the position of machinery is not critical [12]. Thus,

according to Khilwani et al. [14], virtual cells have taken on a relevant role in cases

of variable demand as well as in those where there are changes in the structure of

manufactured products. According to Baykasoglu [15], the main difference

between a virtual cell and the physical manufacturing cell resides in the dynamic

nature of the former. In the case of physical cells, the location of work stations is

fixed and can be perfectly identifiable. This does not happen with virtual cells since

they will vary according to the requirements at hand. According to Ares et al. [16], a

virtual cell is any production scenario, from the lowest levels in a manufacturing

hierarchy (for example, a CNC machine) to the highest (for example, a factory). Its

internal organization allows for the manufacture of different types of products, as

well as that of establishing significant parameters in its production capacity.

Figure 30.1 shows an example of how three virtual cells can be grouped in a job-

shop production, in which three types of products are processed and where each of

the geometric features belonging to the system represent machines that enable

operations to be undertaken according to the flow of each product [17].
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Part 1 Virtual cell 1

Virtual cell 2

Virtual cell 3

Part 2

Part 3

Fig. 30.1 Line of virtual cells based on job-shop production (adapted from [17])
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Fig. 30.2 Main automobile assembly line and subassembly lines [5, 6]
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Figure 30.2 is a representation of the main automobile production line used in this

research, along with the door and front axle subassembly lines. The configuration

exhibits a network of four closed loops of machines (M) and intermediate buffers

(B) connected by conveyors. The cycle time for each machine is fixed and

deterministic.

The total number of the car bodies, door and front axle assembly pallets stored in

each of the intermediate buffers of the three first closed loops remain constant at

any time and are defined by (30.1)–(30.3) [5, 6].

n12 þ n23 þ n34 þ n41 ¼ 237 (30.1)

n25 þ n56 þ n64 þ n42 ¼ 450 (30.2)

n37 þ n73 ¼ 138 (30.3)

The fourth closed loop defines the relationship between the number of pallets

with car doors in different subassembly states and the number of pallets of cars with

disassembled doors using an external variable (x), according to (30.4). This variable
represents the four-door car ratio between the door disassembly stations, located at

M2 and the door assembly stations, located at M4. This variable can have values

between 0 and 1.

n25 þ n56 þ n64 þ 60 ¼ ð216þ n23 þ n34Þð1þ xÞ (30.4)

Figure 30.3 shows the automobile assembly line analyzed in this study. As with

Resano and Pérez [5, 6], seven virtual cells were constructed so as to better

understand the trajectories of the state of the intermediate buffers formed by

M1 B1,2 M2 B2,3 M3 B3,4 M4

M5 B5,6 M6

B2,5

B3,7 B7,3

M7 B6,4

B4,2

B4,1

Virtual cell 5

Virtual cell 6

Virtual cell 4

Virtual cell 7

Virtual cell 3

Virtual cell 2Virtual cell 1

Fig. 30.3 Modeling of the automobile assembly line using seven virtual cells [18]
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conveyors, positioned between each virtual cell and thus ensuring supply to the

cells and avoiding starvation. These virtual cells are represented by each of the

machines (M) presented in Fig. 30.3. In the automobile production line being

analyzed, each of these constitutes a set of different types of stations (e.g. manual

stations, automatic stations, semiautomatic stations), which are logically grouped

with the purpose of undertaking a specific set of tasks [18]. For this study, this

modeling of line configuration can be used to develop a decision-support system

based on a discrete event simulation model for a multistage multiproduct automo-

bile production line.

Another line configuration modeling option based on three virtual cells could be

used for the analysis and optimization of the automobile assembly line being

studied, as is presented in Fig. 30.4.

Another modeling example based on the concept of virtual cells is presented in

Fig. 30.5, in which the automobile assembly line is structured on the basis of two

virtual cells.

The main advantage of virtual cells is that they facilitate modeling of a complex

network system, in a system of multistage lines, where each stage (see Fig. 30.6) is

a virtual cellMj, its entry and exit buffers are Bij and Bi,j+1, andQij is the supply flow

of parts, from buffer Bij to the virtual cell Mj [16, 17, 19–21].

Virtual cellMj can process various types of parts. The entry of parts on cellMj is

undertaken sequentially and its rate is determined by the production strategy being

considered. The Qij(t) represents the supply flow, which crosses virtual cell Mj,

from the entry buffer Bij, to the exit buffer Bi,j+1. If the line consists of m virtual

cells and each cell processes n parts, there will then be n � m flows in the entire

system. The flow of parts Qij(t) is expressed by (30.5), where index i represents the

M1 B1,2 M2 B2,3 M3 B3,4 M4

M5 B5,6 M6

B2,5

B3,7 B7,3

M7 B6,4

B4,2

B4,1

Virtual cell 2

Virtual cell 3

Virtual cell 1

Fig. 30.4 Modeling of the automobile assembly line based on three virtual cells [18]
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Virtual cell Mj
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Fig. 30.6 Stage of a flexible cell line (adapted from [16, 19, 22])
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Fig. 30.5 Modeling of the automobile assembly line using two virtual cells [18]
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type of part, and index j indicates the order that the virtual cell being analyzed

occupies on the line [16, 21, 23, 24].

QijðtÞ ¼ Sij � VijðtÞ ¼ ð1=TijÞ � VijðtÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n; (30.5)

subject to:
Xn

i¼1

VijðtÞ � 1

where:

• Tij represents the processing time for each part (Tij 2 IR, is known and fixed);

• Sij translates maximum production flow (Sij ¼ 1/Tij);
• Vij(t) represents the dedicated coefficient for each virtual cellMj for each type of

part i, in every moment in time t. The Vij(t) is obtained in accordance with the

control strategy selected a priori ðVijðtÞ 2 IR; 0 � VijðtÞ � 1Þ.
The space restrictions in each of the buffers Bij and Bi,j+1, represented in

Fig. 30.6, require one to balance the flows in order to prevent line blockages.

Considering that the variable Xij(t) indicates the instant value for the level of storage
on each of the buffers, this variable will represent the state of the buffers at every

moment. Thus, if bij represents the maximum capacity for buffer Bij, variable Xij(t)
can be expressed by (30.6).

0 � XijðtÞ � bij (30.6)

The evolution over time of the state variable Xij(t), which will be represented by
Yij(t), is provided by the difference between the supply flow of parts to Bij, Qij�1(t)
and the supply flow of parts from buffer Bij to theMj cell, which isQij(t). Thus, Yij(t)
can be represented by (30.7). Therefore, if Yij(t) > 0, this means that the buffer is

filling up; if Yij(t) < 0, this means that the buffer is becoming empty and if

Yij(t) ¼ 0, one can consider the flows to be balanced (Xij(t) ¼ constant) [16, 17,

19, 21, 24, 25].

YijðtÞ ¼ Qij�1ðtÞ � QijðtÞ (30.7)

The three running modes or buffer states for Mj cells or for their Bij can be

defined as:

• Full output mode (on Mj�1). If buffer Bij is full, the parts being manufactured on

cell Mj�1 cannot be placed here since this will cause the blockage of cell Mj�1.

In this case, the instant value of the supply level can be expressed as Xij(t) ¼ bij.
• Null input mode (on Mj). If buffer Bij is empty, there are no parts to supply cell

Mj, causing a situation of starvation on Mj. In this case, the instant value for the

storage level is provided by the condition: Xij(t) ¼ 0.

• Normal mode. Here, the buffer is neither full nor empty. In this running mode,

the value of Xij(t) is provided by the following expression: 0 < Xij(t) < bi,j+1.
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3 Characteristics of the Decision-Making Support

System Developed

In the context of this project, all the work was developed in an Arena® simulation

environment [26]. Its simulation language constitutes a visual and flexible pro-

gramming tool, directed at the object, since it simultaneously combines the

construction of simulation models with the integration of different commonly

used languages: Visual Basic, C, C++. This language is based on the Siman

simulation language [18, 27, 29].

The purpose of the use of an Arena simulation environment was that of enabling

the production engineer to evaluate the performance of the automobile assembly

line, through the variation of different parameters, thus contributing to an improved

specification, characterization and definition of the most efficient control system.

With this objective in mind, a support system for decision-making was developed;

this enables the automatic generation of different simulation models. In the initial

stage of simulation, the user is able to interact with the system to be developed,

through the introduction of various parameters such as [18, 28, 29]: the four-door

car ratio (x); the processing time for each machine; the production sequence in

accordance with each type of car (two- or four-door); the speed and length of the

intermediate buffers formed by conveyors; simulation time; the number of pallets

circulating on the first three closed loops. Figure 30.7 shows an example of a

screenshot of the simulation model developed in Arena® incorporating the

abovementioned parameters.

Fig. 30.7 Simulation model for x ¼ 0.7
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Another contribution made by this study is the automatic report generator in the

simulation environment; this presents information on the main performance indexes

of the simulated models, using graphic visualization, which required the integration

of various applications in the Arena simulation environment, such as: Visual Basic

for Applications (VBA), Visual Basic (VB), Microsoft Access (Database), and

Crystal Report (Graphics Edition). So at the end of each simulation, a summary of

the main selected input parameters is presented to the user (see Fig. 30.8). From this

interface, the user can access to another module (see Fig. 30.9), where he or she has

the opportunity to edit, in the form of graphics, information concerning the simulated

model’s performance. In this context, it is worth highlighting the visual aspects of

the graphics produced (two examples are presented in Figs. 30.10 and 30.11), which

allow the user to have a better perception of the performance of the simulated

models. From among those considered, the following performance indicators are

highlighted: machine usage levels; number of cars for each of the types produced;

number of operations undertaken on each of the machines; production time/vehicle;

relationship between the time cycle of each machine and the number of pallets on

each upstream buffer.

4 Validation of the Simulation Model Proposed

In Resano and Pérez [5, 6], the incompatibility between (30.2) and (30.4) was

demonstrated. These define the sum of the number of pallets on the intermediate

buffers, which constitute the second and fourth closed loop, with some of the

Fig. 30.8 Main selected input parameters
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maximum and minimum capacities of the corresponding intermediate buffers, for

the specific values of variable x. This incompatibility reveals that the automobile

assembly line cannot operate in practice for x < 0.37, in both the stationary and

transitory regimes, as well as for x > 0.97, in the stationary regime. As with any

simulation project, an important phase is the validation of the model constructed;

Fig. 30.10 Conveyor utilization levels

Fig. 30.9 Simulation results (graphics)
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this ensures that it is a true representation of reality and can then be used for

decision-making. Through the simulation model developed in the context of this

study, and for the automobile production line being analyzed, one also verified that

the system did not function for the values of x < 0.37 and x > 0.97, due to the

phenomena of blockage and starvation occurring on the machines integrating the

analyzed model. In the same way, one also noticed that, once the minimum buffer

capacity mentioned in Resano and Pérez [5, 6] was reached, a continuous supply of

transport and assembly pallets to machines was assured. In the context of this work,

the validation of the simulation model proposed was confirmed, on the basis of

these two presuppositions [18, 28, 29].

5 Conclusion

In this paper, an automobile assembly line and different preassembly lines were

modeled as a network of four closed loop machines and intermediate buffers

formed by conveyors, constituting a configuration which is widely used in these

kinds of assembly line. A representative model of this line was developed with the

purpose of providing the production engineers with a better understanding and

assessment of its performance; it represents each moment in the state of the system

and its evolution over time, thus allowing for improved communication between the

model and the user. In fact, the visual components in the model allows for a clear

understanding of the decision-making agents who will eventually use them, since

they will be able to view the interaction that occurs between the entities which

make up the model, allowing for a better understanding of the simulation results.

Fig. 30.11 Number of type 4 automobiles produced per hour
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This study has contributed to the importance of simulation in the development of a

computer-based model and virtual environments, which is a reproduction of the

behavior of many real systems.
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